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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Through the use of techniques such as panels and gussets, students will learn how to make fabric go further, as 
well as reduce waste. This class is ideally suited for handweavers and textile lovers interested in wearing unique 
and individual garments. Simple patterns allow fabric to take center stage. The course starts with planning out a 
handmade wardrobe, with discussion of fabric choice and construction methods. The rest of the week will be 
divided into tops, like a tunic, dress and shirt. Then bottoms, such as a skirt or a pair of pants. 

Instruction will cover basic garment sewing, in addition to strategies for cutting fabric and incorporating 
piecework into whole cloth patterns. Students will also learn a variety of modifications in order to alter length, 
create different necklines and pocket styles, in addition to fabric manipulation techniques like pleating, pin tucks 
and ruffles.  
 
Plan on bringing yardage, large remnants and scraps that approximate fifteen to twenty yards. Each garment 
requires two to three yards of fabric. There is of course a degree of variation, with a longer garment requiring 
more. Include a variety of weights and materials: lightweight cotton lawn for shirts and tunics, mid-weight linen 
blend for pants. Fat quarters are useful for making bias tape, pockets and other additions. Also bring thread that 
coordinates with fabric selection. 
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

! Selection of fabric totaling 15-20 yards 
! Selection of large remnants, fat quarters 
! Thread: Black, White, Additional colors to match fabric selection  
! Fabric scissors 
! *Paper Scissors 
! *Sewing pins 
! Optional: *Rotary Cutter, a few will be provided in studio  
! Optional: If you can easily travel with and already own a sewing machine feel free to bring one. If not 

Arrowmont does have studio sewing machines.  
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $45.00-$110.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

sphilip@panix.com 
www.100actsofsewing.com 


